
  



 



 

 

 

 

  



  Spotlight on….. 
 

Liam Black 

       oroughmuir Rugby club has a 

history of producing classy number 

8‘s. In the nineties it was international 

Stuart Reid, in the noughties 

influential Kiwi Ben Fisher and most 

recently the talented Scotland Under 

20’s cap Jamie Swanson who occupies 

the key position. Possibly another 

name to add to that list in the future 

will be Liam Black. 

 

B Liam is enjoying an excellent start to 

his first season of senior rugby, with 

stand-out performance for the high 

flying 2nd XV. In the opening half 

dozen games he has become a  key 

player for the “Magic 2’s”, who are 

currently on course to defend their 

Reserve league title that they claimed 

last season. 

 

With the departure of last year’s 

captain and number 8, Cammy Orr, it 

looked like there was a potential void 

in the 2nds that would be hard to fill. 

However, Livingston born Liam has 

made a seamless transition into the 

side and impressed with his strong 

ball carrying and subtle skills. 

 

By Chris Evens 



 

  

“The physicality in senior rugby has been a step 

up for me,” says Liam. “However, I enjoy that 

side of the game and its even quite enjoyable to 

wake up on a Sunday morning feeling sore. You 

know you’ve been in a match!” 

 

Liam admits that when he first went along to 

pre-season training back in July, he had set his 

sights a little lower than being a regular for the 

2nds. “I’d hoped to get a bit of game time for 

the Bears and slowly get myself used to senior 

rugby. However, I was really proud to be 

involved with the 2’s from the start of the 

season and I feel I have performed pretty well 

so far.” 

 

It is clear from chatting to Liam that he has 

grown in confidence in his first few months of 

senior rugby. He puts a lot of that down to 

being made to feel welcome by the players in 

the senior squads.  

 

Two players in the 2nds that have really helped 

him settle in are captain Ross Young and also 

Liam’s former Colts team-mate Darren Miller. 

“The first few training sessions were a bit 

intimidating. However, the likes of Rosco 

(Young) and Darren have helped me technically 

and also been very encouraging.  

The 2nds coaches Neil McCallum and 

Andy Knight have also provided me with 

helpful feedback on my strengths and 

weaknesses as a player.”  

 

The confidence he has gained from 

being part of a winning 2nds team and 

contributing positively to the team with 

assists and the odd try, has only served 

to encourage Liam to reassess his aims 

for the future. He sights Jamie Swanson 

as a player he looks up to but at the same 

time he hopes that in coming seasons he 

will be able to stake a claim for a first 

team spot. 

 

“I still have a lot to learn and I enjoy 

training with players such as Swanny 

(Swanson) as I can learn so much from 

them. My aim is to get in the first team 

squad in the next few seasons and I 

believe I can do that if I keep working 

hard in training and putting in good 

performances in games for the 2nds,” 

says Liam. 

 

Liam has a quiet confidence about him 

and has definitely taken chances to 

improve himself as a player in the past 

few years. His first club was Livingston 

RFC, where he joined the mini team as a 

four year-old.  

“there wasn’t much choice with 
my Uncle Bazz being a prop!” 



On the key to the Colts success he says, “The coaching is 

of such as high standard and that is down to the likes of 

George Watson and Graham Scott putting so much time 

and effort in. George especially has a calm, cool head and 

knows his stuff. He definitely helped me develop as a 

player and leader.” 

 

 

“It was a huge honour to be captain of the colts and I 

was a bit worried about the responsibility at first. But it 

has taught me to keep a cool head, the importance of 

good decision making and also you have to look after the 

younger players, encourage them and keep them 

focussed.” 

He credits his uncle Barry Black, a former 1st XV prop at 

Livingston, for getting him hooked on rugby and in turn 

being a forward. “I’ve always played in the forwards, there 

wasn’t much choice with my Uncle Bazz being a prop!”. 

And with a wry dig at backs he adds “There’s not enough 

work in the backs anyway!” 

 

 

He stayed with Livingston for twelve, enjoyable years but 

concedes the time came for him to test himself at a higher 

level, so at the age of sixteen he joined Boroughmuir Colts 

side. In his first year of Colts he did not have grand 

expectations and admits that he would have  been more 

than happy with playing the odd game off the bench, such 

was the step up in class.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If his first season went extremely well, his second and final 

season as a colt was arguably his most rewarding from a 

personal point of view. He not only cemented his place in 

the team but was also appointed captain of the side. That 

season he led the team to an Edinburgh league and cup 

double, and his team were beaten by just a single point by 

Selkirk in the national cup semi-final.  

 

However, Liam settled in well and was warmly welcomed 

into the club by players and coaches alike. That season the 

Colts enjoyed great success, ending with a win at 

Murrayfield in the National Bowl competition. The 

experience of playing at the national stadium still remains 

the highlight of Liam’s rugby career so far. 

 

 

  



When you here the progress made by Liam in the 

past few years, it becomes less of a surprise that he 

has taken to life in the seniors so well. He has 

benefited from excellent coaching and 

development in the Colts and this has equipped 

him well. 

 

It is not just Liam who has made the step up either. 

Hooker Darren Miller has been involved in the first 

team squad this year, after graduating from the 

Colts.  

Damien Hoyland is a regular starter in the first XV 

back-line and has recently received a call-up to the 

Scotland under-20’s as well.  

 

The future looks bright for Boroughmuir, with the 

Colts producing so many talented players. 

 

Although he has recently suffered an ankle ligament 

injury, which has kept him out of the last couple of 

games, Liam is looking forward to the rest of the 

season. “I have really enjoyed the open, expansive 

rugby that the 2’s have played. I like playing a 

creative role from number 8 and being involved in 

the decision making.” 

 

 

With some important games coming up against tough 

opposition, Liam believes that the next few weeks are 

key to the success of the 2nds season. “Teams like 

Edinburgh Accies and Ayr are also going well and we 

need to step up our performances to beat these 

teams. Hopefully I will get back to full fitness soon 

and be able to contribute to this.” 

 

His performances so far this year have been full of 

promise but Liam has his sights on improving further 

and this includes broadening his rugby education to 

the Southern Hemisphere one day. “I’ve always 

wanted to go to New Zealand, not only to see the 

country but also give rugby a try over their. Players 

like Richie McCaw and Kieran Read are my heroes 

and I want to get a taste of what its like to play rugby 

in such a competitive environment.” 

 

Liam admits that he is a lot of saving to do to fund 

this trip! However, when he does go it will 

undoubtedly be a life enhancing experience for him, 

both rugby wise and personally. But right now Liam 

is happy where he is and with how he is developing 

as a player. Most of all feels proud to be part of a 

club that is going places! 

 

 

  



 

  



WWWWeeee are now over halfway through the season and 
unfortunately results have not been going the way 

the club would want. 

The 1st XV are in danger of falling into the routine 

of previous seasons, “Just doing enough to stay 

up”. They will have a real effort to lift the bar and 

compete with other clubs who have understood the 

importance of a ‘fresh game plan’ for the new 

season.  

I predict the 2nd XV will retain their Division 1 

Reserve League title. Early indications have shown 

good off season planning and a common desire to 

work at faults in their game. Hopefully this will 

result in some exciting rugby for Boroughmuir 

supporters.  

The Bears have got off to a shaky start, with lack 

of players nearly forcing the club to withdraw from 

the league. However, my prediction is that they will 

turn the corner and challenge for the title. It will 

be a close fought race between the Bears and 

Kelso 2nd XV.    

It took ten weeks for the Bears to get a set of 

coaches. Is this a reflection of the state of rugby 

in Scotland or just Boroughmuir’s failure to get 

organised and have coaches in place?   

The BearsThe BearsThe BearsThe Bears have had a tough history. Too good 
for the regular 3rd XV competition, publicly scorned 

as the ‘Meggetland Bears’ when entered into the 

National League due to the chop/change of 

players week in week out, but now successfully 

competing against 2nd XV teams across the 

country.  “Is it the state of rugby in this “Is it the state of rugby in this “Is it the state of rugby in this “Is it the state of rugby in this 

ccccoooouuuunnnnttttrrrryyyy…………........””””        

 

  

THE RANT 

              Opinion of the goings on    Mike Buchan 



Boroughmuir RFC is a proud and successful club. These facts should be used as a selling point to 

attract any up and coming coaches to be a part of the Boroughmuir set up and progress up the 

ranks. The Bears are an ideal springboard. The question is why is this not being used by those who 

have responsibility for the coaching set up?  

Be it far from a problem only Boroughmuir are facing alone. Rugby clubs across the country are 

asking more and more of volunteer’s time and effort towards the running of these teams and the club 

in general.  Economic constraintsEconomic constraintsEconomic constraintsEconomic constraints over the last four years have put pressure on committing to, 
what were, our favourite activities and past times. There is a lot more on offer today for families and 

individuals to take part in, be it sport or other entertainment. However, I am concerned that the 

numbers of people taking an active part in rugby and sport in general is falling, which will not help 

the unprecedented obesity levels in Scotland. 

 
““““Be it far from a problem only Boroughmuir Be it far from a problem only Boroughmuir Be it far from a problem only Boroughmuir Be it far from a problem only Boroughmuir 

are facing aloneare facing aloneare facing aloneare facing alone””””        

Whilst I’m on a rant, what can be 

done to ensure we continue to keep 

players and supporters in the 

clubhouse after matches?  In days 

gone by the clubhouse was full till 

the early hours.  It is quite easy to .  It is quite easy to .  It is quite easy to .  It is quite easy to 

sit back and say the club has lost sit back and say the club has lost sit back and say the club has lost sit back and say the club has lost 

its culture,its culture,its culture,its culture, but that could not be 

further from the truth. The culture 

needs to move with the times.   

Most sports clubs have had to wake 

up to the fact that spending money 

on a few drinks after a game needs 

to be supported by a good 

atmosphere to enjoy the drink with 

friends. . What can be done to build 

on the strengths the club and the 

people within it have? Easy, just ask 

yourself what do you enjoy when 

you go out during the week, what 

would you like changed within the 

environment you spend your 

Saturday afternoon in?  

We need to be encouraging 

all to use the great facilities 

we have at Boroughmuir 

Sports club. 

 
 



  



June this year saw the South West Community Sport Hub officially launched to the 

general public with over 270 Primary 5 children from local schools taking part in a multi-

sport event at Edinburgh Leisure-managed Meggetland Sport Complex. 

Following the sports event organised by Edinburgh Leisure and the clubs involved in the 

new Community Hub, medals were presented to all participants by Sally Conway from 

Team GB. 

Our Sports Manager, Perrotine Orr said: “Partnership working is a key message that the 

Community Sports Hub strives to achieve. To date, excellent working relationships have 

been formed through the Community Sports Hub model not only between clubs from 

various sports; but with Edinburgh Leisure venues, Schools and Edinburgh Napier 

University. With these initial partnerships in place, the goal to increase sports 

participation within the area is continually progressing forward. The launch events 

taking place, will allow the community to see exactly what is available right on their 

door step!” 

The key purpose of a sports hub is to ensure the local community who have, or would 

have the potential to, access sport & physical activity in this area know where to go to 

take part.  

The main focus of the Hub will be on growing participation, increasing physical activity 

opportunities and leadership/education training, leading to a vibrant, active Hub for the 

local community to be a part of.  

We’re working closely with other hub partners, including Sportscotland to develop this 

hub. Hub is a geographical model with an area which will encompass the Colinton Road 

‘corridor’ (initially from Napier Merchiston to Oxgangs Community Centre) and will 

involve sports facilities such as Meggetland, Craiglockhart Tennis & Sports Centre, Firrhill 

High School and Napier University. 

www.communitysporthub.co.uk 

 

  

Team GB Judo star Sally Conway helped to launch a 

Community Sport Hub, as part of Sportscotland’s 

contribution to the Scottish Government’s 2014 legacy 

plan to increase the number of people of all ages 

participating in sport in communities across Scotland. 
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Fiona SutherlandFiona SutherlandFiona SutherlandFiona Sutherland    (BCs MChs(BCs MChs(BCs MChs(BCs MChs) gives us some tips to tackle this winter ) gives us some tips to tackle this winter ) gives us some tips to tackle this winter ) gives us some tips to tackle this winter by by by by 

ensuringensuringensuringensuring    we take care of our feet to help take us the distance. we take care of our feet to help take us the distance. we take care of our feet to help take us the distance. we take care of our feet to help take us the distance.     

 

3333 Look Out For ChilblainsLook Out For ChilblainsLook Out For ChilblainsLook Out For Chilblains    

Chilblains are small, itchy, painful lumps that 

develop on the skin. They often develop as 

an abnormal response to cold. They usually 

go away over a period of 7-14 days. If 

chilblains are something that you are prone 

to then you should try to gently warm your 

skin after having been out in the cold and of 

course avoid exposing your limbs to the cold 

conditions if possible. 

 

4444 Professional AdviceProfessional AdviceProfessional AdviceProfessional Advice    

Visiting a podiatrist every few months is a 

great way to keep your feet in top condition. 

Many people don’t realise just how important 

their feet are until there is a problem. Your 

feet should be looked after just as much as 

your teeth if not more so make a routine 

appointment today. 

 

 

  

1111 Appropriate ShoesAppropriate ShoesAppropriate ShoesAppropriate Shoes    

Wearing shoes that are not only comfortable 

but most importantly fit your feet correctly is 

vital. Ensuring your shoes are appropriate for 

the conditions outside is also very important 

i.e. walking boots with a thick, grippy sole will 

go a long way to helping combat the rain, 

snow and ice as well as helping to reduce the 

risk of sprains and fractures often caused by 

inappropriate footwear worn in the slippy 

conditions at this time of year. 

 

2222 Suitable SocksSuitable SocksSuitable SocksSuitable Socks    

Having socks that fit properly and don’t rub 

will not only keep your feet nice and warm 

but also help avoid blisters. 100% cotton or 

‘blister’ socks would be my recommendation 

for any walking or running activities, however 

thermal socks are great for comfort and 

cosyness which is much needed in the cold 

winter months. 

 

5555 Check Your FeetCheck Your FeetCheck Your FeetCheck Your Feet    

Most of us are guilty of neglecting our 

feet and often gaze in dismay when we 

take our socks off. Although people with 

diabetes, poor circulation or damaged 

nerve supply are more likely to 

experience problems with their feet and 

especially during winter this applies to 

us all. Showing your toes and feet just a 

little more TLC by giving them a proper 

check every couple of days, paying 

particular attention to nails and skin as 

they can become devitalised very 

quickly. Using a good thick cream for 

heels once a week will make a big 

difference in helping to prevent your feet 

from drying out.  

 

To make an appointment check out To make an appointment check out To make an appointment check out To make an appointment check out www.firstcontactwww.firstcontactwww.firstcontactwww.firstcontact----podiatry.co.ukpodiatry.co.ukpodiatry.co.ukpodiatry.co.uk    oooorrrr    ccccaaaallllllll    

Fiona on 0131 Fiona on 0131 Fiona on 0131 Fiona on 0131 334 3008, 0784 947 4213334 3008, 0784 947 4213334 3008, 0784 947 4213334 3008, 0784 947 4213    

Christmas Gift Vouchers and Foot Care Hampers are available also!!Christmas Gift Vouchers and Foot Care Hampers are available also!!Christmas Gift Vouchers and Foot Care Hampers are available also!!Christmas Gift Vouchers and Foot Care Hampers are available also!!    



 

 

  



 

  

Imagine the scene Boroughmuir in the final 
of the Scottish Cup leading Melrose by 3 points in 

the closing minutes of the game. 

Boroughmuir win a lineout close to the Melrose 

line. Up steps Sean Crombie to throw the ball in. 

In goes the ball up goes Chewie for a perfect 

catch but the ref blows the whistle and calls a 

squint throw.  

Melrose take the resulting scrum. Their scrum half 

puts the ball in squint as is now the norm the 

Melrose Number 8 picks up feeds the backs who 

go up field to score a breakaway try to deny 

Boroughmuir the cup 

Well as you can imagine mayhem 

breaks out in the Boroughmuir 

ranks.  

You get the idea all would be not well down 

Meggetland way 

So why do refs uphold one law but not the other. 

Is it not crazy that a team can be penalised for a 

squint lineout throw but the opposition scrum half 

can happily put the ball in squint at the resultant 

scrum and get away with it. Is this not making a 

mockery of the laws! 

The law regarding putting the ball in squint at scrums 

should be upheld and refereed. 

Would this not improve the game? Remember the days 

when hookers used to small guys and the art of 

taking a ball against the head had not been lost.  

In the not to distant past Boroughmuir hookers such 

as Phil Black, Johnny Shedden, Dougie Wylie and 

Davie Cunningham where masters of striking against 

the head. The scum was a skilled contest not just a 

show of power and brute strength. Back in the early 

80s third XV hooker John Pizzamiglio became famous 

throughout the club for his ability to win the ball 

despite his lightweight pack retreating faster 

than Alex Salmond at a weight 

watchers meeting. 
So come on refs lets make a scrumage a contest 

again. I am sure that would help to stop a lot of the 

nonsense that goes on in the front row at the 

moment.  

Props continually being penalised for collapsing or not 

binding properly and for goodness knows what! When 

was the last time a scrum half was penalised for a 

squint feed?   

What is the point of having laws if they are not going 

to be upheld. So we lay down the challenge to the 

referees to stop the squint feed and to scrum halfs 

to play fair 

FAIR COP REF Craig Dawson 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


